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A story of two powerful Kaiju battling it out to the death.
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1 - The Awoken Beast

 In outer space there was much comotion.  Asteroids were flying into asteroids because Zone The
Meteor Man was tangling with the space monster King Ghidra.  Ghidra threw an asteroid with its only 3
heads because he had no arms. Zone ducked, the asteroid went hertling toward Earth.   When it hit the
planet it awoke the great Earth Defender known as Gojira. (aka Godzilla)  It hit right next  to where the
giant creature was sleeping. He roared  in fury. There was an explosion in the water and Gojira wrose
out of it. He left the water and headed toward the city  to destoy it.  As for the space fight, Zone was
down for the count. Ghidra was advancing on him. But as he has the ability to fly, he escaped back to
Earth just in time only to find a desaster. 



2 - Zone Fighters challenger

Tokyo was demolished! Godzilla had  demolished it when the asteroid woke him up. There was a loud
thud and  and someone that looked alot like Zone Fighter appeared. The same head but a different
outfit."Who are you?" said Zone. The person did not say anything. But he got in a combat stance which
told Zone he wanted to fight.  Zone too got in a combat stance,  "Ya!" Zone ran at this someone and
started using a series jabs which the stranger blocked.  The guy punched Zone in the face and he
stumbled backward. Zone did the same and the fighter fell to the ground. But then Zone figured out who
this someone was. He was Ultraman. He just knew by his fighting style. " Uke aka bito!" he said, and
round arm guns apeared on his wrists.   When he statred shooting, Ultraman was in deep pain. He fell to
the ground But then he flew away and Zone knew there was more tocom 



3 - Godzilla fights Jirass

Godzilla was at Mt. Fuji looking for his son. Minya was Godzillas small, round-headed , trouble-finding
son. He had buckteeth with big bulging eyes.  Suddenly Godzilla heard a cry of fear from afar. Therefore
he started running until he reached the sight of his son at the mercy of a frilled version of himself. But
this monster was not another Godzilla, but a monster named Jirass. The two charged at each other. But
Godzilla was faster and he elbow- pushed Jirass, causing him to to fly to the ground. Godzilla shot his
heat beam at his frill and it split in half. Jirass roared in pain. Godzilla was now punching him to death! 
When Jirass got up he takled Godzilla, and they fell down in the water. Godzilla was biting his
neck. Then the worst happened. Godzilla used his heat beam while having ahold of Jirasses neck with
his mouth Then Jirasses headless body fell to the ocean floor.
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